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Abstract
Dithia-[7]helicene and quasi[8]circulene have been formed on the 1,3-dithiol-2-one ring by
oxidative dehydrocyclisation of bis-naphthothiophenyl-1,3-dithiol-2-one. Quasi-circulenes are
easily obtained at room temperature by successive dehydrocyclisations regardless the amount
of oxidation reagent whereas selectivity towards helicene, involving a single
dehydrocyclisation, has been achieved only at low temperature. DFT calculations suggest a
mechanism via a dication intermediate rather than a mono-cation for the formation of the quasicirculenes whereas the helicene should be formed via a radical cation intermediate. While
dithia[7]helicene is known to give stable stereoisomers, here the unsubstituted dithiaquasi[8]circulene shows unprecedented configurational stability of the enantiomers, with a
theoretically estimated enantiomerisation energy barrier of 30.4 kcal/mol, in excellent
agreement with the experimentally determined value of 29.8 kcal/mol. The enantiomers of both
helicene and quasi-circulene have been separated by chiral chromatography and their absolute
configuration assigned from the calculated CD spectra.

1. Introduction
[n]Helicenes are aromatic compounds with inherent chirality built of n ortho-fused aromatic
rings along a helical axis. They have long been known for their high specific optical rotation,
strong absorption and emission of circularly polarized luminescence and have been recently
intensively used for molecular recognition and chiral induction, as chiroptical switches or found
applications in catalysis, chiral photonics and spintronics.1,2,3 Their chiroptical properties arise
from the inherent chirality coupled with the nonplanar -delocalization on the whole polycyclic
aromatic system. The introduction of heteroatoms into the fused helical polycyclic system,
providing hetero-helicenes, offers new synthetic opportunities together with the possibility to
tune their electronic and optoelectronic properties.4 Similarly to [n]helicenes, [n]circulenes are
formed of n ortho-fused rings except they have a cyclic disposition around a central ring with
n sides. Removal of a CH=CH vinylene unit from one ring of the parent [n]circulenes (as
highlighted in Chart 1) gives quasi[n]circulenes. Such cyclic structures are formed when the
terminal positions of the helicene are connected by a  bond, and have been used in the synthetic
pathway of circulenes. Wynberg et al.5 have referred them as “dehydrohelicenes” because they
were obtained by dehydrogenation of the corresponding [n]helicenes through a Scholl reaction
(in the presence of Friedel-Craft catalysts), their results indicating a limitation of the
dehydrogenation reaction to hetero-[5] and -[6]helicenes. Recently, Itami et al.6,7 and Wu et al.8
have shown that quasi-circulenes can be formed from [6] and [7]helicenes, respectively. This
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family of polycyclic aromatic systems represents an emerging and unexplored class of materials
with structures similar to either helicenes or circulenes. Depending on their composition and
substitution scheme they can adopt flat, twisted or saddle-like topologies.9 As shown by Rajca
et al.,10 heptathia[8]circulenes have flat geometry whereas an increasing number of phenyl
rings in the helix structure of hetero-quasi[8]circulenes induces a proportional distortion of the
geometry (Figure S1, ESI). Accordingly, the methyl substituted all-hydrocarbon
quasi[8]circulene (QC, Figure 1, bottom right) has a saddle-like geometry, its [7]helicene
moiety being a highly distorted helix. In such compounds the distortion of the geometry of the
-system has been found to be directly responsible of the stereochemical stability. On the other
hand, hetero-quasi[8]circulenes, formed of three five-member rings and four phenyls, are less
distorted when unsubstituted (tAQCs in Figures 1 and S1, torsion angles of 26-33°) and
racemize at room temperature (calculated enantiomerisation energy of about 6 kcal/mol),11
whereas the presence of substituents in the terminal positions (tAQC and TdAQC with R’ =
OMe, Figures 1 and S1) highly distorts their geometries and makes possible the separation of
the enantiomers (calculated enantiomerisation energy between 38.5 and 42.8 kcal/mol).12
Quasi-circulenes are still rare and, in spite of lower stereochemical stability than their helicene
counterparts, show peculiar topologies, yet they have never been used in electroactive materials.

Chart 1. Structures of carbo-[6]helicene, [7]circulene and quasi[7]circulene.

In this respect, the introduction of helical chirality in precursors providing chiral conducting
and photoactive materials13 opens new avenues towards the observation of synergistic
phenomena involving chirality and conductivity, such as the electrical magnetochiral
anisotropy effect (eMChA),14 or chirality and light emission, such as circularly polarized
luminescence (CPL).4,13 Two of the most valuable families of chiral electroactive precursors
are those of tetrathiafulvalenes (TTF)15,16 and metal dithiolene complexes,17,18 which we have
been recently used in combination with helicene backbones into helicene-TTF19 and helicenemetal-dithiolene complexes,20 showing redox switchable chiroptical and CPL properties,
respectively. Note that TTF and dithiolene ligands are closely related since they usually have
1,3-dithiol-2-ones as common synthetic precursors,21,22,23 therefore the straightforward access
to the latter represents a crucial step towards the former.
We report herein the synthesis, crystalline structures and chiroptical properties of
unprecedented dithia[7]helicene and dithia-quasi[8]circulenes to which a 1,3-dithiol-2-one unit
is fused, together with DFT calculations shedding light on mechanistic issues and supporting
the chiroptical properties. As mentioned above, the presence of the dithiolone unit opens ways
towards both TTFs and metal-dithiolene complexes, whereas that of the heteroatoms has the
benefit to bring chemical versatility, tune the electronic properties and improve intermolecular
interactions in the solid state.
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Figure 1. Examples of Hetero-[7]Helicenes et Quasi[8]Circulenes; those described in this work are highlighted
with the blue rectangle.

2. Results and discussions
2.1. Synthesis and redox properties
The key intermediate bis-naphtho-thiophene-1,3-dithiol-2-one 4 has been obtained following
the synthetic route shown in Scheme 1. The starting material 2-bromonaphtho[2,1-b]-thiophene
2a has been obtained in accordance with described procedures24,25,26 and easily crystallized to
give suitable single crystals for X-ray diffraction (Figure S2).The di-naphthothiophene-ethyne
3 has been synthesized in only one step by the cross-coupling of 2 with calcium carbide as
acetylene source27 in the presence of palladium catalyst and a base. The yields of the crosscoupling reactions have been massively improved by using the 2-iodonaphtho[2,1-b]-thiophene
2b instead of 2a. Further, the 1,3-dithiol-2-one 4, bearing two naphthothiophene units, was
obtained by a radical chain process, adapted from the work of Gareau et al.,28 using 3 and
diisopropyl xanthogen disulphide in the presence of azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN). The
structure of the 1,3-dithiol-2-one 4 was confirmed by X-ray diffraction analysis on single
crystals obtained by evaporation from halogenated solvents (Figure S3).

Scheme 1. Synthetic pathways for dithia[7]helicene 1-dTH and the corresponding dithia-quasi[8]circulenes 1dTQC and 1-dTQC-Cl.
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The desired helicene and quasi-circulene molecules have been obtained as racemates by
oxidative dehydrocyclisation from molecule 4. The first choice of oxidation agent was FeCl3.
Thus, dithia-quasi[8]circulene 1-dTQC-Cl was quantitatively obtained when up to 10
equivalents of solid FeCl3 were added on top of a chloroform solution of 4 independently of the
reaction time (Table 1, entry 1 and 2). Similar electrophilic substitution has been previously
reported when solid FeCl3 was used as oxidation reagent for the dehydrocyclisation reaction.29
If the oxidation agent is added as nitromethane solution, 1-dTQC is quantitatively obtained
after only one hour of reaction (Table 1, entry 3). With only one equivalent of the oxidation
agent in a mixture of chloroform and nitromethane, the reaction is not complete but does show
the formation of the dithia[7]helicene 1-dTH together with its corresponding quasi[8]circulene
(Table 1, entry 4). Thus, using FeCl3 as oxidation agent one can selectively obtain either the
dithia-quasi[8]circulene 1-dTQC and its chlorinated equivalent 1-dTQC-Cl but not the
dithia[7]helicene 1-dTH. The latter has been successfully synthesized by intramolecular
dehydrocyclisation with the hypervalent iodine (III) reagent phenyliodine bis(trifluoroacetate)
(PIFA). In this respect, two sets of conditions have been tried at low temperature (Table 1,
entries 5 - 7). The reaction does not provide the desired product when only PIFA alone is used,
instead it has been obtained with activated PIFA-BF3Et2O (boron trifluoride diethyl etherate),
similarly to previously reported procedures.30 Selectivity towards the dithia[7]helicene 1-dTH
over the dithia-quasi[8]circulene 1-dTQC was achieved when controlling the amount of the
oxidizing reagent (Table 1, entries 7). With 1.2 equivalents of reagent the reaction is not
complete affording 1-dTH in 45 % yield and no formation of 1-dTQC. Note that, rather
surprisingly, complete selectivity towards monoaza-[7]helicene was recently reported by Ema
et al.31 when using up to 10 equivalents of FeCl3, whereas the presence of methoxy substituents
induced selective formation of the monoaza-quasi[8]circulene in the same reaction conditions.
In their work the selectivity towards the quasi-circulene was favoured by higher spin density at
the terminal benzene rings of the radical cation form induced by the nature of the substituents.
In our case the dithia-quasi[8]circulene 1-dTQC could not be obtained by sequential oxidative
dehydrocyclisation passing through the helicenic form as described for thiadiazaquasi[8]circulenes TdAQC derivatives (Figure 1), which have been obtained with only one
equivalent of oxidizing reagent (chloranil-BF3Et2O).12 In fact, dithia[7]helicene 1-dTH treated
with an excess of FeCl3 over long reaction time or with chloranil (tetrachloro-1,4benzoquinone)-BF3Et2O could not be further cyclized to the corresponding quasi[8]circulene
(Table S1). These results suggest that the reaction cannot be done stepwise using FeCl3 or
chloranil as oxidants and the formation of quasi-circulene from 4 points towards a mechanism
which does not involve a helicene intermediate. We thus hypothesize that if the starting material
4 is oxidized to dication, it undergoes cyclization between the terminal benzene rings followed
by a very fast second cyclization between the thiophene units to provide the quasi[8]circulene
1-dTQC. Nonetheless, the dehydrocyclisation of 1-dTH to afford the corresponding quasicirculene 1-dTQC could be performed with DDQ (2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-1,4benzoquinone), which is a stronger oxidizing reagent (Table S1).
Table 1. Oxidative dehydrocyclisation conditions of bis-naphtho-thiophene-1,3-dithiol-2-one 4.

1
2
3

Oxidant
Solid FeCl3
Solid FeCl3
Solution of FeCl3
/ CH3NO2

Eq.
Excess
10
10

Solvent
CHCl3
CHCl3
CHCl3 / CH3NO2

Reaction time
60 h (rt)
3 h (rt)
1 hr (rt)

Product
1-dTQC-Cl (quant.)
1-dTQC-Cl (quant.)
1-dTQC (quant.)

4

1

CHCl3 / CH3NO2

up to 80 h (rt)

5

Solution of FeCl3
/ CH3NO2
PIFA

1

CH2Cl2

6
7

PIFA-BF3Et2O
PIFA-BF3Et2O

Excess
1.2

CH2Cl2
CH2Cl2

0.5 h (-78 C),
1 hr (rt)
0.5 h (-78 C)
1 h (-78 C)

4

4 + 1-dTQC + 1dTH
4
1-dTQC (quant.)
4 + 1-dTH (45 %)

The electrochemical properties of the precursor and final products have been investigated using
cyclic voltammetry (Figure 2 and S18). The electron donor character of the precursor and
derivatives is rather similar, with oxidation potential values around 1.4 V vs SCE, but only
dithia[7]helicene 1-dTH and quasi[8]circulene 1-dTQC show reversible redox character. At
high scan rates partial reversibility of the oxidized form of 4 is observed whereas the recorded
CVs at low scan rates (50 and 100 mV/s) are irreversible indicating a high reactivity of the
radical cation form. On the contrary, the CVs of 1-dTH at different scan rates are the same
suggesting a higher stability of the mono-oxidized form of the helicene compared to 4. This
result is in accordance with our observations on the chemical oxidation of the helicene and the
difficulty to form the quasi[8]circulene from the corresponding helicene.

Figure 2. Cyclic voltammetry of 4 (1.24 mM), 1-dTH (1.24 mM) and 1-dTQC (1.04 mM) using TBAPF6
electrolyte (100 mM solution in dichloromethane) at different scan rates.

2.2 Solid state characterization
Single crystals of the racemic forms of dithia[7]helicene 1-dTH and of quasi[8]circulene 1dTQC have been obtained by evaporation from halogenated solvents such as dichloromethane
and chloroform (Figure 3). Poorer crystallographic data have been obtained for 1-dTQC-Cl
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therefore it is not included in the discussion, nevertheless the data was suitable to confirm the
structure (Figures S11-S14).

Figure 3. Top and side view of dithia[7]helicene 1-dTH (M) (left), dithia-quasi[8]circulenes 1-dTQC (P) (right)
in the crystal structures of the racemic forms of the two compounds.

Dithia[7]helicene 1-dTH crystallizes in the triclinic system, P–1 space group, with two
independent molecules in the unit cell (A and B of M and P helicity, respectively). The stacking
of the molecules is directed by S···S interaction along the b and a axes. Within the stack
molecules alternate in a head-to-tail fashion, with a small overlap taking place only between
the S rich parts of the molecules (donor part) and with a lateral shift with respect to each other
of 1.470 Å and 1.641 Å for A and B, respectively (Figure S4). The result of this arrangement
gives a segregation of the 1,3-dithiol-2-one unit and the carbon based helicene side within the
packing (Figure S5 and S6). The small overlap is due to steric crowdedness of the helicene rings
and is being directed by intermolecular interactions between the S atoms of both types
(thiophene and dithiolene). In the bc plane all S atoms interact laterally by Sth···Sdithiolene short
contacts of 3.390 – 3.579 Å resulting in the formation of infinite layers of alternate -A-Bmolecules (Figure 4). Other notable small distances between the stacks of A and stacks of B
consist in C-H··· inter-stack interactions of the helicene parts of the molecules (Figure S7). In
the stack, along the a axis, these layers show Sdithiolene···Sdithiolene distances of 3.773, 4.045 Å
and Sth···Sdithiolene of 3.940, 4.079 Å between the type A molecules and, respectively, of 4.009,
4.015 Å and of 3.857, 4.038 Å between the type B molecules (Figure 5).

6

Figure 4. Intermolecular lateral interactions between molecules A and B, Sth···Sdithiolene (grey) in the structure of
dithia[7]helicene 1-dTH.

Figure 5. View along the a axis of the intermolecular interactions (Å) between molecules of type A and molecules
of type B, Sth···Sdithiolene (grey) and Sdithiolene···Sdithiolene (green) in the structure of dithia[7]helicene 1-dTH.

Racemic quasi[8]circulene 1-dTQC crystallizes in the monoclinic system, P21/c space group,
with the asymmetric unit formed by one independent molecule. In the stack 1-dTQC molecules
are disposed in a head-to-tail manner along a and interact along c through Sdithiolene···Sdithiolene
(green) contacts (Figures S8 - S10). Molecules of alternating layers are tilted with respect to
each other of about 48.8° and stack via short lateral interactions Sth···Sdithiolene (grey) and
Sdithiolene···Sdithiolene (green) of about 3.409, 3.492 and 3.392 Å, respectively (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Tilt angle () and intermolecular lateral interactions (Å) between molecule of alternating layers together
with Sth···Sdithiolene (grey) and Sdithiolene···Sdithiolene (green) in the structure of quasi[8]circulene 1-dTQC.
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In helicenes and quasi-circulenes the values of the internal torsion angles of each of the
constituting rings (A to D for [7]helicenes and quasi[8]circulenes) and their sums are a good
indicator of the degree of helical twist (Table 2). Equivalent helicenes with a ring of five atoms
instead of the phenyl ring A have a smaller sum of the internal torsion angles (between 56.9 to
61.9°) than the sum in the dithia[7]helicene 1-dTH (ca. 76 °) thus suggesting a more important
helical twist and a higher stability of the stereoisomers of the latter. 32 In dithia[7]helicene 1dTH the twist is high around A, B and B’ rings whereas in quasi[8]circulene 1-dTQC it is less
important around rings B and B’. Quasi[8]circulene shows significant distortion of planarity of
rings A, C and C’ and high inter-planar angle of the D and D’ rings of ca. 61 and 64 (ca. 35
for 1-dTH) suggesting a high degree of helical twist imposed by the D–D’ covalent bond. Allhydrocarbon quasi[8]circulene (QC, Figure 1), in which the B and B’ rings are phenyls, present
similar characteristics with smaller torsions angles of these rings and high angle of ca. 79°
between the planes of rings D and D’.8 Moreover, the degree of torsion of the helicenic unit of
quasi-circulenes described in here, seen only through the twist around ring A, is comparable to
previously reported double dioxa[7]helicene (values between 28.6 and 31.8)33 which is about
10° superior to 1-dTH (ca. 18, Figure S15, SI).
Table 2. Values of the torsion angles () for each of the constituting rings, together with the dihedral angle () of
the terminal rings in dithia[7]helicene 1-dTH, quasi[8]circulenes 1-dTQC, and in all-hydrocarbon
quasi[8]circulene QC.8

Torsion angles ()

Ring

QC
(Fig. 1)

A
B
B’
C
C’

18.23
17.42
18.65
10.61
11.42

18.19
20.68
15.41
12.17
10.41

Total (average)

76.33 (15.26)

76.86 (15.37)

D
D’
D-D’
D-D’

35.77

32.47
1.13
9.25
25.61
32.49
101.95
(20.39)
29.42
27.61
81.40

Helical curvature* ()
35.00
61.17

63.9
3.1
6.2
48
47.3
168.5 (33.7)
16.3
23.5
91.7
79.2

*Interplanar angle (angle between the planes of the terminal cycles)

2.3. Mechanistic issues
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been performed in order to rationalize the
formation of the quasi[8]circulene 1-dTQC via a cationic reaction mechanism (the
computational methodology is detailed in the SI). Thus, the precursor 4 and dithia[7]helicene
8

1-dTH have been optimized as neutral species, radical cations (4-cat and 1-dTH-cat), dihydroradical cations (4’-cat and 1-dTH’-cat), dications (4-dicat and 1-dTH-dicat), dihydrodications (4’-dicat and 1-dTH’-dicat), and tetrahydro-dications (4’’-dicat) forms. The
different dications have been considered in their singlet state since, for example, the
optimization of 4-dicat as both singlet and triplet states indicates that the latter is higher in
energy by 7.17 kcal/mol than the former. The higher stability of the singlet state of the dications
is not surprising when considering the extent of the conjugation between the two
naphthothiophene moieties illustrated by the shape of the HOMO of 4-dicat (Figure 7). The
SOMO topology of 4-cat suggests the formation of helicene via the 4’-cat-cis intermediary
through a disrotatory ring closure (Figure 7, top). A dication route is not plausible for the access
to helicene as suggested by the absence of electronic density in the HOMO of 4-dicat on the
carbon atoms of the thiophene rings involved in the ring closure. On the contrary, the electron
density distribution in the HOMO of 4-dicat points towards a favourable formation of the first
C–C bond between the terminal phenyl rings that would provide the dihydro-intermediate 4’circ-dicat, which does not converge upon geometry optimization but leads to a second C–C
bond formation between the thiophene rings to give the tetrahydro-intermediate 4’’-dicat.
Then, dehydrogenation takes place to afford the desired quasi[8]circulene 1-dTQC (Figure 7,
middle). Furthermore, the possibility to obtain the circulene from the helicene via a radical
cation intermediate has been considered. The SOMO topology of 1-dTH-cat (Figure S19)
clearly shows that the thermal ring closure towards 1-dTH’-cat is not favourable, thus
excluding the formation of quasi[8]circulene 1-dTQC from the radical cation of the helicene
via the dihydro-radical cation form. Moreover, the 1-dTH-dicat seems to be the proper
intermediate for the formation of the quasi[8]circulene from 1-dTH, which although is not
converging leads directly to 1-dTH’-dicat (Figure 7, bottom). These results allow us to
hypothesize that under our experimental conditions dithia[7]helicene 1-dTH could be formed
from 4 via the radical cation route only, whereas quasi[8]circulene 1-dTQC could be produced
from both 4 and 1-dTH via the dication route. Moreover, the electronic density of the HOMO
of 1-dTQC (Table S7) explains the selectivity of the double electrophilic substitution of
chlorine on the outer positions to afford de 1-dTQC-Cl circulene.

4-cat SOMO

4-dicat HOMO

1-dTH’-dicat HOMO
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Figure 7. Proposed reaction mechanism for helicene 1-dTH and quasi-circulene 1-dTQC, together with the
optimized orbitals for the radical cation and dication of 4 and dihydro-dication of 1-dTH. In red are highlighted
the cyclized dihydro- and tetrahydro-radical cation and dication intermediates.

2.4 Enantiomerisation energy barriers and enantiomer resolution
The enantiomerisation barriers for 1-dTH and 1-dTQC were estimated by DFT calculations
and experimentally determined by first-order kinetics measurements (details in the ESI). As
seen in Figure 8 the calculated energy barrier is higher for the helicene than the corresponding
quasi-circulene. The isomerization barriers of dithia[7]helicenes have been estimated at 36.8
and 36.9 kcal/mol for 1-dTH-Cl and 1-dTH, respectively. These values are in perfect
agreement with the experimentally determined one at 37.0 kcal/mol for 1-dTH. 1-dTH-Cl and
1-dTH-Br (Figure 1) have been included in the theoretical study for comparison purposes. As
expected, a substituent in the external position of the helix does not induce any effect on the
barrier whereas if inserted at the two extremities of the helix the impact is highly significant
(Table 3, calculated enantiomerisation barriers for both dithia[7]helicene and dithiaquasi[8]circulenes with Cl external substituent and Br at the extremities of the helix). The
enantiomerisation energy estimated by DFT calculations indicates for 1-dTH the highest barrier
within the unsubstituted dihetero[7]helicene series with O, ON, N and S heteroatoms. In the
case of diaza[7]helicene dAH substitution on the N atoms induce a slightly higher barrier which
still remains inferior to dithia[7]helicene, whereas substituents on the two extremities of the
helix have, as expected, greater influence (Figure 1, Table 3 and Table S4). 34 The
stereochemical stability of unsubstituted 1-dTH is the highest amongst simple dihetero- and
trihetero-[7]helicenes reported to date at the exception of -extended double dioxa[7]helicene
and triple dioxa[7]helicene which attain values of 50.5 kcal/mol,33 51.9 and 77.4 kcal/mol,35
respectively. In the trihetero[7]helicene series replacing one N with S and the methyl substituent
with methoxy induces an increase of the barrier up to 32.9 kcal/mol for TdAH-OMe,H12 vs
tAH-Me,H11 (25.5 kcal/mol). Similar to helicenes, twisted Cs-symmetry of the transition state
has been predicted for dithia-quasi[8]circulene 1-dTQC and the calculated enantiomerisation
energy is of 30.4 kcal/mol, suggesting a lower stereostability than the 1-dTH but still high
enough to allow the separation of the enantiomers. The experimentally determined value for 1dTQC of 29.8 kcal/mol is in perfect agreement with the calculation. Thus, the dithiaquasi[8]circulenes reported in this work have the highest stereostability amongst reported
unsubstituted quasi-circulenes.

Figure 8. Isomerisation process from M to P enantiomer together with the calculated relative Gibbs free energy
(kcal/mol) for 1-dTH (left) and 1-dTQC (right) (the computational methodology is detailed in the ESI).
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Table 3. Estimated and experimentally (in brackets) determined enantiomerisation energies of [7]helicene and
their corresponding quasi[8]circulenes (in green - synthesized molecules, in grey – calculated molecules for
comparison).

[7]Helicenes

Quasi[8]Circulenes

Ref.
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1-dTH
1-dTH-Cla
1-dTH-Brb
dTH(S)
tAH
tAH-Me, H
tAH-H,OMe
TdAH-OMe,H (S)
TdAH-OMe,H
(SO2)
[7]carbo-helicene
a

36.9 (37.0)
36.8
43.3
35.4, 36.5c
23
25.5 (23.8)
22.8

30.4 (29.8)
31.6
this work
69.3
34
30.4c
6

32.9

1-dTQC
1-dTQC-Cla
1-dTQC-Brb
dTQC(S)c
tAQC
tAQC-H,OMe
tAQC-OMe,H
TdAQC-OMe,H (S)

31.9

TdAQC-OMe,H (SO2) 38.4

(41.7)

QC

11

5.2
42.8
38.5

36

12

35.9

37, 8

b

Substituent Cl is situated at the exterior of the helix (see Figure 1); Substituent Br at the extremities of the helix
(see Figure 1); c Not reported previously, values calculated by DFT in this work for comparison reason.

Enantiomers of both 1-dTH and 1-dTQC have been separated by chiral HPLC with chiral
stationary phases (Chiralpak IE and (S,S)-Whelk-O1) and mixtures of hexane/dichloromethane
as mobile phases (ESI for details). As predicted by the theory and confirmed experimentally,
the enantiomerisation energies are high enough to allow separation of the enantiomers which
show mirror image circular dichroism (CD) spectra (Figure 9). The absolute configuration of
the enantiomers was deduced by comparison with the calculated CD spectra. For both 1-dTH
and 1-dTQC the first eluted fraction corresponds to M and the second one to P enantiomers
(black and red curves respectively) and the relation between the absolute configuration and the
optical rotation follows the general trend observed in helicenes. Thus, M enantiomers are
levorotatory for both 1-dTH and 1-dTQC, with specific optical rotation values of -1050 and 700 deg·mL·g−1·dm−1 ([]D25 in CH2Cl2) (Tables S5 and S6). In both cases, the first eluted
fraction shows a first negative Cotton effect at low energy, 407 nm for 1-dTH and 405 nm for
1-dTQC, in contrast to what was observed when comparing other [7]helicene and quasi[8]circulenes tAH-Me, H and tAQC-OMe,H. In that particular case the helicene showed a
positive Cotton effect at low energy whereas the circulene was negative for the same
enantiomer.11,12 Moreover, in our case the CD intensities of 1-dTH and 1-dTQC are
comparable whereas azahepta[8]circulene recently reported31 present much weaker Cotton
effects than their helicenic equivalents.

Figure 9. CD spectra (black first and red second eluted fractions) of 1-dTH and 1-dTQC 0.19 mM in
dichloromethane, together with the DFT calculated CD spectra of the M enantiomers (dotted black).
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Thus, the first two low energy bands, arising at 407 / 393nm (1-dTH) and 405 / 383 nm (1dTQC) and calculated at 399 / 370 nm (1-dTH) and 394 / 357 nm (1-dTQC), correspond to
almost pure HOMOLUMO and HOMO-1LUMO transitions (Tables S8 and S9). In the
high energy area, the stronger Cotton effects predicted by theory correspond, for example, to
excitations at 273 nm (experimental at 279 nm) for 1-dTH and 294 nm (experimental at 296
nm) for 1-dTQC, which are described predominantly by HOMOLUMO+6 and
HOMOLUMO+4 transitions, respectively (Tables S8 and S9). Whereas for helicene the
predicted spectra are reproducing the experimental ones in terms of rotational strength, for
circulene the stronger experimental CD signal at 252 nm would be predominantly a HOMO4LUMO+1 transition, calculated as well at 252 nm but less intense. Note the non-negligible
involvement of the dithiolene ring in all these CD active transitions, according to the
participation of the dithiolene atoms to the corresponding molecular orbitals, witnessing its
conjugation with the helical backbone.
Conclusions
Within this work, unprecedented dithia[7]helicene and dithia-quasi[8]circulenes decorated with
1,3-dithio-2-one have been synthesized through an elegant method involving a one step simple
and double oxidative dehydrocyclisation of a bis-naphtho-thiophene-1,3-dithiol-2-one
precursor. A selectivity towards quasi[8]circulene has been observed with FeCl3 oxidant
whereas the helicene has been preferentially obtained at low temperature with PIFA-BF3Et2O
oxidant. DFT calculations suggest a mechanism through a radical cation intermediate for the
synthesis of dithia[7]helicene and dication in the case of dithia-quasi[8]circulene. Theoretical
simulations estimate enantiomerisation barriers of 36.9 kcal/mol for 1-dTH and 30.4 kcal/mol
for 1-dQC in excellent agreement with the experimentally determined values of 37.0 and 29.8
kcal/mol, respectively. Thus, dithia[7]helicene and dithia-quasi[8]circulene have the highest
stereostability amongst simple dihetero- and trihetero-[7]helicenes and unsubstituted quasicirculenes, respectively. Enantiomers of both helicene and quasi-circulenes show stereostability
at room temperature and have been successfully separated by chiral chromatography.
Importantly, the 1,3-dithio-2-one motif should further give straightforward access to TTF and
metal-dithiolene complexes, fused in the middle of the helical unit, which are valuable
precursors for conducting materials with helical chirality.
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